Grip Installation Guide
Before installing grip, make sure weapon is unloaded and made safe!

Slowly remove old
grip and discard.
With weapon upside
down, remove grip screw.
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With modules
removed, place Mseries Grip onto
lower receiver.

Take caution to
not lose spring in
lower receiver.
Leave in place.
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Make sure spring
is fed into hole in
grip edge before
fully seating grip.
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Thread socket head
cap screw into lower
receiver and tighten
hand-tight. 6

Guide the supplied
3/16” hex key through
grip internals to mate
with captured socket
head cap screw.

M-Series Grip Basic Operation
(DryBOX shown)
DryBOX goes into
grip cavity cap-first
with latch groove
on same side as
locking lever.

Slowly remove old
grip and discard.

Push DryBOX
into grip until the
latch catches.
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Press locking
lever to release
and eject the
DryBOX for use.
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Continue to pull out
DryBOX by hand.
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DryBOX Operation
Squeeze both side of
DryBOX container to
release cap.

Cap can be pulled off
while squeezing.
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Simply press cap
onto container till it
snaps. Note
orientation of cap.
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MiniMAG Operation
Loading MiniMAG into Grip
Three rounds
(.223Rem/5.56NATO/300BLK)
will fit into MiniMAG. Be
sure to push rounds
rearward to seat
properly.

Flat side of MiniMAG
goes on same side as
grip’s locking lever.

Front end of MiniMAG
goes into grip cavity first.
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Loading MiniMAG into Weapon
Align MiniMAG to
magazine well and
insert, pushing all
the way up with
finger tips.

Make sure MiniMAG sits
ABOVE magazine catch
and magazine catch is fully
engaged.
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Note: Extra force may be required if
bolt is closed while loading MiniMAG.
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MonoPOD Operation
Coarse lock button will catch base
of grip. Use this position when
extra height is needed. Press in on
coarse lock button and push up on
MonoPOD to fully collapse
MonoPOD into grip.

Flat side of
MonoPOD goes
on same side as
grip’s locking
lever.
Coarse-adjustment/
extended mode
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Press button on
thumbwheel to
release/collapse
elevation screw.

Press locking lever
again to release
MonoPOD.
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Turn thumbwheel to
adjust elevation screw
up/down. Clockwise
extends screw and vice
versa.
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Press locking lever
to extend MonoPOD
to extended position.

Collapsed/
Stored mode
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MiniLIGHT
Battery Removal

MiniLIGHT
Operation

Flip up D-ring on
battery door.

MiniLIGHT goes into grip
cavity lens-first with
magnet side on same
side as locking lever.
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Use D-ring to turn
battery door CCW to the
unlocked position.
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Forward button (red)
toggles the dual red
LED’s on/off.

2
Pull on D-ring to remove
battery door.

2
Rearward button
(gray) controls
main white LED.
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Single Press: Toggles main LED on/off (at previously set brightness).
Press & Hold: Cycles through low, mid, and high brightness levels (in
order).
Double Press: Turns main LED on to full brightness.
Note: See detailed instructions for other features and advanced modes.
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While securely
holding MiniLIGHT
body, flick wrist
down then pull up
quickly to dislodge
battery.
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MiniLIGHT 1913 Rail Mount

Align Pic-Adapter with
any 1913/Picatinny
Rail Section.

Pull tab away from rail
to disengage rail lock
and slide onto rail to
desired position. 1

Align MiniLIGHT
under Pic-Adapter with
magnet side facing PicAdapter and lens
pointing forward.
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Bring MiniLIGHT
into close proximity
to Pic-Adapter.

Magnets will pull into
alignment.
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Note: The magnetic latch can
handle rapid fire recoil; however,
MiniLIGHT may come loose if
weapon is dropped.
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